
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 

Programme PEO PO Subject CO 

B.Sc [ 
Computer 
Science ] 

1. PEO 1 – 
Create and 
collaborate in 
emergent 
computing 
technologies 
leading to 
innovative 
solutions for 
industry and 
academia. 
 
2. PEO 2 – Use 
current 
computer 
technologies 
and methods 
for the design 
and 
implementation 
of solution in 
industry. 
 
3. PEO 3 – 
Practice 
continuous 
learning to 
maintain and 
achieve 
personal 
excellence. 

PO1: Apply 

fundamental 

principles and 

methods of 

Computer 

Science to a 

wide range of 

applications. 

PO2: Design, 

correctly 

implement 

and document 

solutions to 

significant 

computational 

problems. 

PO3: Impart 

an 

understanding 

of the basics 

of our 

discipline. 

PO4: Prepare 

for continued 

professional 

development. 

PO5: Develop 

proficiency in 

the practice of 

computing. 
 

Digital Logic & 

Programming in C 

CO1:The student 

will be able to  

Gain knowledge 

between different 

types of number 

systems, and their 

conversions. 

CO2:Design 

various logic gates 

and simplify 

Boolean equations. 

CO3:Design 

various flip flops, 

shift registers and 

determining 

outputs. 

CO4:Design 

different types of 

counters. 

 

   Programming in C Lab 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CO1 : After 

Completion of this 

course the student 

would be able to 

Read, understand 

and trace the 

execution of 

programs written in 

C language.  

CO2: Write the C 

code for a given 

algorithm.  



CO3: Implement 

Programs with 

pointers and arrays, 

perform pointer 

arithmetic, and use 

the pre-processor.  

CO4: Write 

programs that 

perform operations 

using derived data 

types. 
 

   

C++ and data 

structures 

 

CO1: To apply 

good programming 

principles to the 

design and 

implementation  of                                     

  C/C++ programs 

CO2: To design, 

implement, debug 

and test programs 

using the 

fundamental 

elements of C/C++ 

CO3:To 

demonstrate an 

understanding of 

primitive data 

types, values, 

operators 

and expressions in 

C/C++ 

CO4: Ability to 

analyze algorithms 

and algorithm 

correctness.  

CO5: Ability to 

summarize 

searching and 

sorting techniques 

 



   Database 

management 

system 

 

CO1: Describe the 

fundamental 

elements of 

relational database 

management 

systems  

CO2: Explain the 

basic concepts of 

relational data 

model, entity-

relationship model, 

relational database 

design, relational 

algebra and SQL.  

CO3: Design ER-

models to represent 

simple database 

application 

scenarios  

CO4: Convert the 

ER-model to 

relational tables, 

populate relational 

database and 

formulate SQL 

queries on data. 

CO5: Improve the 

database design by 

normalization. 

CO6: Familiar 

with basic database 

storage structures 

and access 

techniques: file and 

page organizations, 

indexing methods 

including B tree, 

and hashing. 

   Mobile application 

development 

 

CO1 : By the end 

of the course, 

student will be able 

to write simple 

GUI applications, 

use built-in widgets 

and components, 

work with the 



database to store 

data locally, and 

much more. 

 

   Operating system 

 

CO1: Describe the 

important computer 

system resources 

and the role of 

operating system in 

their management 

policies and 

algorithms.  

CO2: Understand 

the process 

management 

policies and 

scheduling of 

processes by CPU  

CO3: Evaluate the 

requirement for 

process 

synchronization 

and coordination 

handled by 

operating system  

CO4: Describe and 

analyze the 

memory 

management and 

its allocation 

policies.  

CO5: Identify use 

and evaluate the 

storage 

management 

policies with 

respect to different 

storage 

management 

technologies.  

CO6: Identify the 

need to create the 

special purpose 

operating system. 



 

   Data communication & 

networks 

 

CO1 :Understand 

and explain the 

concept of Data 

Communication 

and networks, 

layered 

architectureand 

theirapplications. 

    CO4: Apply 

various network 

layer techniques 

for designing 

subnets and 

supernets and 

analyse packet 

flow on basis of 

routing protocols. 

   Data Mining CO1: Understand 

Data Warehouse 

fundamentals, Data 

Mining Principles  

CO2: Design data 

warehouse with 

dimensional 

modelling and 

apply OLAP 

operations.  

CO3: Identify 

appropriate data 

mining algorithms 

to solve real world 

problems 

CO4:  Compare 

and evaluate 

different data 

mining techniques 

like classification, 

prediction, 

clustering and 

association rule 



mining  

CO5: Describe 

complex data types 

with respect to 

spatial and web 

mining.  

 

   Software engineering 

 

CO1: An ability to 

identify, formulate, 

and solve complex 

engineering 

problems by 

applying principles 

of engineering, 

science, and 

mathematics 

CO2: An ability to 

apply engineering 

design to produce 

solutions that meet 

specified needs 

with consideration 

of public health, 

safety, and welfare, 

as well as global, 

cultural, social, 

environmental, and 

economic factors 

CO3: An ability to 

communicate 

effectively with a 

range of audiences 

CO4: An ability to 

recognize ethical 

and professional 

responsibilities in 

engineering 

situations and 

make informed 

judgments, which 

must consider the 

impact of 

engineering 



solutions in global, 

economic, 

environmental, and 

societal contexts 

CO5: An ability to 

function effectively 

on a team whose 

members together 

provide leadership, 

create a 

collaborative and 

inclusive 

environment, 

establish goals, 

plan tasks, and 

meet objectives 

 

   Cloud computing 

 

After successful 

completion of this 

course, student will 

be able to 

CO1: Explain the 

core concepts of 

the cloud 

computing 

paradigm: how and 

why this paradigm 

shift came about, 

the characteristics, 

advantages and 

challenges brought 

about by the 

various models and 

services in cloud 

computing. 

CO2: Apply the 

fundamental 

concepts in 

datacenters to 

understand the 

tradeoffs in power, 

efficiency and cost. 



CO3: Identify 

resource 

management 

fundamentals, i.e. 

resource 

abstraction, sharing 

and sandboxing 

and outline their 

role in managing 

infrastructure in 

cloud computing. 

CO4: Analyze 

various cloud 

programming 

models and apply 

them to solve 

problems on the 

cloud. 

   Asp.net 

 

CO1:Understand 

the Microsoft .NET 

Framework and 

ASP.NET page 

structure 

CO2: Design web 

application with 

variety of controls 

CO3: Access the 

data using inbuilt 

data access tools 

CO4: Use 

Microsoft 

ADO.NET to 

access data in web 

Application 

CO5: Configure 

and deploy Web 

Application 

CO6: Develop 

secured web 



application 

 

   Software testing 

 

CO1: Various test 

processes and 

continuous quality 

improvement.CO2: 

Types of errors and 

fault models 

CO3: Methods of 

test generation 

from requirements 

CO4: Behavior 

modeling using 

UML: Finite state 

machines (FSM) 

CO5: Test 

generation from 

FSM models 

CO6: Input space 

modeling using 

combinatorial 

design 

 CO7: 
Combinatorial test 

generation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


